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Gender differences have and still are a problem around the world today even after progress has been made
with laws being passed against it. Wealth and income inequality has grown since s like never before and the
question lays what is the cause and how can it be fixed. Gender differences among the subjects taught in
school has been found to be somewhat more of a social construct rather than a concept that has any kind of
scientific explanation because of the idea of gender differences being taken and changed into the idea of a
gender stereotype in most parts of education Crilly, , p. Sex is a more scientific term that explains physical
traits and sexual preferences. In a well-pronounced western culture, gender is largely viewed in two binary
concepts, the perspective of male and female. There are myriad protections already in use to prevent
confidential information from being made public, and none of the pending bills would weaken these
protections. It isn 't a reality yet. In one study, participants viewed video clips of men and women negotiating
for higher wages. Gender pay gap is a constant international problem, in which women are paid, on average,
less than that of their male counterpart. Moreover, the problem is even worse among certain groups of women.
Not only do these pieces of literature fall into different categories and specialties, they also deliver varied
opinions and results as to what causes the differences discussed. Likewise, gender inequality is also as
prominent as there are many inherent barriers for women in the workplace such as sexual harassment, inability
to ascend into high ranking jobs and stereotypes involving gender roles. These causes deserve greater
attention. However, across that same period, the full-time gender pay gap has barely shifted. This is in contrast
to the cyclical movements we can see in headline indicators at the moment. Policymakers need to advance a
comprehensive strategy that includes enacting equal pay protections and expanding access to modern
workplace protections such as paid family and medical leave, earned sick days, affordable child care, and fair
scheduling. Through research, controversial opinions exist about inequality in schools and what has been done
to address this situation. Comprehensive solutions would promote pay transparency, protect workers from
employer retaliation for discussing their pay, require pay data disclosure to enforcement officials, and enhance
enforcement efforts where needed. Department of Commerce, Economics and Statistics Administration. Per
the textbook, out of full-time, year-round workers in , the gender wage gap was 77 percent. To obtain a better
grasp of the severity of the gender wage gap, it is important to understand the data. Younger age groups do
face a lower gender pay gap than older age groups, however, this has not changed substantially in the ten years
between and  Due to the invisible barrier that is holding back the success of women, social realities need to be
redefined in order for gender inequality to longer exist. Sex is the biological trait that we use to determine
whether or not a person is a male or a female, whether it be through chromosomes, genitalia, or some other
kind of visual physical description. Three factors associated with workplace would include 1 the individuals
gender can determine compensation 2 the race or ethnicity of an individual 3 the age of the individuals. Make
sure to compare the perspectives and choose which one you align yourself with Kerbo refer to gender as the
socially constructed definition of what it mean to be female or male. Gender inequality have brought about
degradation of economic status of the country.


